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Eatinate of cross-sections which correapond to aemlhard inter¬ 
actions such as gluon (nlnl) jet production la presented. It takea 
into account recent results concerning gluon distributions in 
the snail z region beyond the leading logQ approxioation and 
reacatterlng corrections in the hadron-hadron channel. The eeti-
oated cross-sections are at rery high energies significantly 
smaller In their magnitude than siivpla minded integration of the 
two-Jet inclusive cross-section might laply yet they are still 
expected to constitute a substantial part of <J*tot l n 

TeV energy regime. 



It M s become realised recently that tit* (semi/ hard processes 

can, at sufficiently high energies compete succesfully In their 

ratea with the soft one* £l-33« 

The semi-hard processes in hadronic collisions are by defini¬ 

tion thoae where the transverse momenta involved are relatively 

large (i.e. in the <3eV range 3* 2 GeV/c or ao) but at the samo 

tine collisions of partone carrying very smell (at 4 10" ) longi¬ 

tudinal Momentu* fractions of their parent hadrona contribute. 

PerturbatlTe QCD givee Tery atrong increase of parton (i.e. gluon 

and aea quark) diatribution functions (multiplied by x) If* "7j 

in the Unit x —*• O. It la thia Increase (plua increasing pha¬ 

se space available) which leada in particular to the dramatic 

growth with energy of the integrated (inclusive) two Jet-croes 

aectlon between CERN pp collider and SSC energies 11,2.1* Thua 

thia croaa aeetion predicted to be already In the mllibarn range 

for fe1 4- 1 TeV can eaaily reach hundrede of mlllbarne for 

at *»0 TeV. The obaarved yields for thia (aim) Jet production 

at the CKRN pp collider have beautlfuly confirmed thia expec¬ 

tation of perturbative QCD. 

The two-Jet incluaivt croaa aaction <TL. obtained by Inte-
•J 

grating the claaelcal QCO iaprovad parton modal torania £5j la 

oftan regarded Juat ae the correayonding part of the total in¬ 

elastic oroaa aectlon which la due to (aaal) hard interactlona 

C8t9}» (^ particular the increaae of *^to* between XSR and pp 

collider energies la explained In thia. way in rafa £<t»SQ») 

Ibl* may be quite reasonable approximation provided, however, 

that at moat ona (aaaij hard interaction talcea alwaya place* 

Otherwlee the integrated (lnclualve) oroaa aaction meaeuree 

simply (by definition) average nuaiber of eemlhard interactions 

multiplied by total inelastic croaa aeotion and eatimate of the 



corresponding part of the total cross-section itself has to be 

performed differently. 

It is this problem which ve wish to discuss in our note and, 

more precisly, our aim will be to elaborate possible consequences 

of the fact that in the small v. limit the leading logQ approxi¬ 

mation of perturbative QCO becomes Inadequate. One has to take 

into account various "corrections" which, contrary to the QCO 
2 

improved parton model in the leading logc approximation with it» 

strong ordering of transverse momenta contain explicitely pos¬ 

sibility of several hard interactions in particle production. 

There are essentially two main classes of corrections which are 

Important in this respect. 

(a) Multiple scattering and absorptive corrections in the had-

ron-hadron channel (they are presumably more important than the 

shadowing corrections for the parton distributions [6,10j }. The 

AGK cancellation rules £4,11] imply in this case that the inclusi¬ 

ve cross-sections should not be affected by absorptive corrections 

(while the ?. . obviously should). Rapid Increase of integra¬ 

ted Inclusive cross section (which stays unabaorbed) cones here 

explicitely from growth/average multiplicities (of miniJets) 

having its origin in increasing role of multiple parton-parton 

interactions. This problem has already received some attention 

in literature £123 although the effect of reacattering corrections 

on the cross section itself has not beon discussed *o far. 

(b) "Corrections" which oome from including la the region of 

small x leading powers of lni/x going beyond the leading logQ2 

approximation of perturbative QCD before adding the rescctteting 

term* (i.e. the corrections on the "bare perturbative Pomeron" 

level). Unlike the oase of the leading logQ approximation the 



transverse momenta art not longer atrongXy ordered in cne cor¬ 

responding ladder diagrams defining par tost distributions [4,13] 

and ao possibility of several (semi) bard interactions exists 

already in this case' too. 

The purpose of our notev^to present possible estimate of the 

cross-section for senlhard lateraetiana which explidtely avoid u 

potential double counting. Ve leave more detailed discussion of 

various subtleties which arise in this oontex to the later pu¬ 

blication [jk] and confine ourselves to simple prescription ba¬ 

sed on parton model Interpretation of ladder diagrams. 

One leading logs (or logi/x) approximation of psrturbative 

QCB corresponds to ladder diagrams with reggelsed gluon exchange 

[Lif13»153» Introducing lower cut-off lc0 for transverse momenta 

of exchanged gluons ma well as In virtual corrections defining 

gluon Regge trajectory fi»13] only that part of the ladder 

Htiioh corresponds to ctnuioe (semi)hard interaction!) is retained. 

The contribution of ladder diagrams to the total hatiron-had-

ron cross aection can be represented in a form which exploits 

the underlying partonic picture [163 * A double counting is avoid¬ 

ed by restricting the integration over longitudinal momenta cor¬ 

responding to the horizontal lines of ladder diagrams aa in ths 

n.g.1. The lines correspond In this way either to "laft movers" 

(ths lines above the cut Una y « 0 restricted to have positive 

rapidities) or to "right movers" (the lines below the cut line 

y « O with rapidities restricted to be negative) [16], It la also 

evident that only those terms ars included which contain at leaat 

one semihard interaction (i.e. number of horlsontal lines la 

equal at laaat a ) . 

Thm cross eeetion o „ la i 



where 

0) 

{k) 

and the cross sections S'. K „ oorraapond to diagrams 

(ia,b,c) of ng.1 raspactivaly. O w functions g(x,kx) are the 

gluon distributions in a proton In the leading lni/x approxima¬ 

tion [13} while the distribution 80(x) ia the Input gluon dis¬ 

tribution in a proton at a scale k* . k*. <*,&*i *» the runnine 

coupling constant. The integration regions^ % and A b which 

correapond to Fig. (la) and (ib) are t 

(5a) 



(5b) 

2 "* 

where x » kx/s and s is the total C«M. energy squared. 

It has to be emphasised that the expressions (1) - (4) mrm exact 

representations, of the ladder diagram contributions to total 

cross section [16] (at least as tmr as the integration over 

longitudinal momentum Is concerned). The only approximation which 

we made In order to represent the corresponding integrals in terms 

of the gluon distribution functions comes from restricting the 

transverse momentum Integration in the cells adjacent to those 

with momentum k to the "logarithmic" region fue.k. < £ k,.), 

(Possible effects of this approximation will be discussed else¬ 

where [1VJ ) . 

The leading logs approximation although transparent is known 

to be unreliable quantitatively [13]. 

We assume therefore that the formulas (1) - (<0 can be exten¬ 

ded beyond the leading lni/x approximation i.e. that one can 

use in the formulas (i)-(b) the gluon-distributions obtained from 

the solution oj the corresponding Integral equations whloh treat 

powers of both ("large") logarithms lni/x and lnkx on the same 

footing [13] . Those distribution functions were obtained in r»t, 

[i3j and we use them in estimate of OV . Remaining quantities 



s> 2 
(i.e. parameters defining oC (k ), the input gluon distribution 

go(x) etc.) are also the sam* as in [133• Sine* the gluon distri-

—2 
butions ver« obtained in ref. Ql33 for x ^ 10 only w« extra-

-2 2 

polated them to ths region x jg 10 using ths leading logQ 

gluon distributions of Eichten et al. £5} for the same set of 

input parameters as In p3] « (At x « 10" ths gluon distributions 

obtained in ref* p3] are indlstigulshable from their logQ coun¬ 
terpart £5]). the parameter kQ vac sat equal to 5 Gev . Results 

of our estimate of GV arc presented In Fig*2 and confronted with 

the corresponding Integrated. incluslrs 2 Jet cross section which 

was computed using either the "oxact" gluon distributions of t«t» 

\}3l or the gluon distributions in the leading logQ approxima¬ 

tion [5|6], Mi in message of Fig. 2 is that the contribution of 

semihard interactions to the "bare" total cross-section is signi¬ 

ficantly smaller (by a factor 1.5-2 or so for SSC energies) than 

the Inclusive 2 jet cross section, this cross section is still 

however quite large and ao the absorptive corrections can be Im¬ 

portant . 

Ihe total inelastic pi» cross seotion due to semi-hard inter¬ 

actions Including the absorptive corrections (taking into account 

the elastic Intermediate states only) is t 

16} 



where fg(b } correapond* to the (partial) "bare" cross section 

due to semihsrd Interactions, (it has to be noticed that possible 

corrections due to "soft" interaction* cancel^thla being analo¬ 

gous to AGK cancellations for croaa sections satisfying certain 

selection criteria ti8}). ** cmn be argued that the t-d*pend«nce 

of the (non-forward) gluon laddera which ia needed for computing 

fH(b > comes mainly front the input (nonperturbativa) tarn [6} 

which can be asaumed to ba proportional to the "aoft" bare Po-

meron coupling to tha proton. Assuming tha Gausslsn form ot the 

latter one gets 

where 2R ia the energy Independent -part of the slope, of pp dif¬ 

ferential croaa section which ws sat equal to 9,2k GeV [l?J. 

Ihe energy dependence of the cross-section. O A is plotted in 

Fig.2. On* can see that the absorptire corrections can strongly 

effect Magnitude of cross-sections for senlhard processes at very 

high energies ( ;» several T*V). 

In conclusion tha following polata should be emphasized i 

(1) lhe magnitude of cross sections for semi-hard interactions 

can ba at vary high energies aignifieantly lower than the inte¬ 

grated two-jet Inclusive cross section^ This diffaranea appears 

already on tha "bar* Pomeron" l*v*l and ia eloaaly connected 

with the fact that although the non-leading oorrectiona which 

come from treating both logarithm* logic, and Iog1/x on the same 



footing do not affect the magnitude of the gluon distributions 
substantially (for x ̂ > 10 at least) f13j yet thay introduce 
explicitely possibility of several (semi) hard interactions In 
the corresponding (ladder) diagrams. This means, lu particular, 
that although the integrated 2 jet inclusive croft section is not 
affected very much by those corrections it cannot be regarded any 
longer as representing possible part of o . . itself due to . 
semi-hard interactions because of potential double counting. 
The difference between U and (j u is much smaller at 
"lower" energies { jź? ? ' ê̂  o r ao) suggesting that several (semi) 
hard interactions are not important in this region. 

ifi) Absorptive corrections further reduce magnitude of the 
cross section for semlhard interactions and they are important 
at very high energies (see Tig,S), Thu* although being much smal¬ 
ler than simple-minded calculations might imply the Inelastic 
cross-section for semihard interactions can nevertheless still be 
expected to represent very substantial part of the total inelastic 
cros-section i ̂ B JO ob or so) at the SSC energies. 
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Figure captłona 

Fig.1 - Restriction* on tha longitudinal momentum integrations 
of ladder diagrama, the horizontal Unas abova (below) 
the cut lina y m O correspond to poaitiva (negative) 
rapidltiaa reapeotively. Tha function SQCX. 2 ) i» the 

2 nonpar turba tlve gluon diatribution and glx.. 2« Ki 

tha QCO evolved gluon diatribution beyond tha leading 
logQ approximation. 

Fig.2 - Baergy dependence of tha inelastic croas-aectiona for 
aemlhard intaractiona oonfrontad with tha integrated 
incluaiva 2 gluon Jet croaa-aeotions « 2 1» Vull line-
- tha bare croaa-aection 6 „ ', daahad-dottad line -
- the croaa-aactlon fe. containing reacatterlng cor-
rectlona; dotted line - tha croaa-aection 0 2j c o r~ 
reapondlng to tha "exact" gluon diatrlbutiona of raf. 
Pi3jf daahed line - the croaa-eectlon O 9. computed 
ualng tha leading logQ gluon diatributione. 
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